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Food is just one course in your
get-together, not the main focus,
so no need to be a culinary
wonder or spend hours cooking.

Consider choosing foods that are
easily eaten so people don't have
to spend a long time chewing
each bite (so, maybe not steak).

Of course, keep individual dietary
requirements in mind.

Don't invite too many people,

or people won't be able to
hear one another or won't
have as much time in trading
tales (6-8 people ideally).

Consider if this is a
good opportunity for
bringing together
friends from different
parts of your life who
might not otherwise
converse. Or use it as
a chance to get to
know neighbours!

TOP TIPS

If your group doesn't
know one another very
well, start with some
type of introductory
activity, such as sharing
why they brought a
certain dish, what a
word or place means
to them, or something
else very easy to start
with.

GUESTS
MIX IT
UP

FOOD
KEEP IT
SIMPLE

NUMBERS
KEEP IT
SMALL

WARM UP
GET
TALKING

You'll need to set the
tone of the night,
letting people know
roughly what to
expect, and to get it
going until it's rolling
along on its own well
enough. Be prepared
with your own story
for a start.

HOSTING
BE
PREPARED

Travel
Firsts

Stuck for a theme?
Home-sweet home
Caught!
Second chances
Lessons learned



Encourage guests to host their

own storytelling dinner in their

community (locally or socially).

Stories in the Round will support

where possible and hope that

participants will join us in future

community- wide storytelling

gatherings! These guides are

available to download at our

website or contact us for

copies.

Whether in all sharing a story or
asking everyone to contribute a
dish, everyone should feel on
equal footing and like it's fully
participatory. Watch out for
people who are more outspoken
and those who are
 more reserved.

 Suggest a 5-7
minute limit to
stories. In
 storytelling,

the listener is as
important as the
teller, so remind guests to
participate by listening fully.

Breaking the meal down into
courses is a good way to spread
the stories and conversation
around. Think about hearing a
couple tales when it's easier for
guests to put their food down to
speak (perhaps during a starter
or dessert) and telling stories
in-between courses. You may
prefer to follow up with
informal discussion during the
main course if guests don't
want to tell a story while eating
(see our suggested 'menu').

Select a very simple prompt to
get people thinking about their
own story and what they could
share. It should be as general as
possible for everyone to feel
inspired. Depending on your
group, your time and resources,
you could carry the theme
through to the food and
decorations but no need. Let
people know the theme when
they're invited so they're well
prepared.

As analternative tothe hostcooking all thefood, consider ifa bring & shareis appropriate.

THEME
INSPIRE &
PROVOKE

COURSES
STAGING
THE MEAL

PARTICIPATION
ENGAGING
EVERYONE

PASS IT ON
INSPIRING
OTHERS

We can also support individuals &
organisations in hosting storytelling meals!



Arrivals &
drinks

When guests are
seated, the host gives
an introduction to the
theme, food & what

to expect

Main Course

Warmup activity
followed by 1st story

(most likely the host's)

2nd story**

Starter

Informal time to
socialise or a guest
may share their story

Stories (x2)

Dessert Final stories shared

*A suggested programme for 68 guests
** This gives time to the host to finish & serve the main.

SAMPLE MENU*

'Theme'
Storytelling Meal
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